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QUESTION 1

You have an Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 account named adls2 that is protected by a virtual network. 

You are designing a SQL pool in Azure Synapse that will use adls2 as a source. 

What should you use to authenticate to adls2? 

A. an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) user 

B. a shared key 

C. a shared access signature (SAS) 

D. a managed identity 

Correct Answer: D 

Managed identity for Azure resources is a feature of Azure Active Directory. The feature provides Azure services with an
automatically managed identity in Azure AD. You can use the Managed Identity capability to authenticate to any service
that support Azure AD authentication. 

Managed Identity authentication is required when your storage account is attached to a VNet. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/quickstart-bulk-load-copy-tsql-
examples 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to design a solution that will process streaming data from an Azure Event Hub and output the data to Azure
Data Lake Storage. The solution must ensure that analysts can interactively query the streaming data. What should you
use? 

A. event triggers in Azure Data Factory 

B. Azure Stream Analytics and Azure Synapse notebooks 

C. Structured Streaming in Azure Databricks 

D. Azure Queue storage and read-access geo-redundant storage (RA-GRS) 

Correct Answer: C 

Apache Spark Structured Streaming is a fast, scalable, and fault-tolerant stream processing API. You can use it to
perform analytics on your streaming data in near real-time. With Structured Streaming, you can use SQL queries to
process streaming data in the same way that you would process static data. 

Azure Event Hubs is a scalable real-time data ingestion service that processes millions of data in a matter of seconds. It
can receive large amounts of data from multiple sources and stream the prepared data to Azure Data Lake or Azure
Blob storage. 

Azure Event Hubs can be integrated with Spark Structured Streaming to perform the processing of messages in near
real-time. You can query and analyze the processed data as it comes by using a Structured Streaming query and Spark
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SQL. 

Reference: https://k21academy.com/microsoft-azure/data-engineer/structured-streaming-with-azure-event-hubs/ 

 

QUESTION 3

You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure Synapse Analytics dedicated SQL pool named SQLPool1. 

SQLPool1 is currently paused. 

You need to restore the current state of SQLPool1 to a new SQL pool. 

What should you do first? 

A. Create a workspace. 

B. Create a user-defined restore point. 

C. Resume SQLPool1. 

D. Create a new SQL pool. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/synapse-analytics/sql-data-warehouse/sql-data-warehouse-restore-
active-paused-dw 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You plan to create an Azure Databricks workspace that has a tiered structure. The workspace will contain the following
three workloads: 

1.

 A workload for data engineers who will use Python and SQL. 

2.

 A workload for jobs that will run notebooks that use Python, Scala, and SOL. 

3.

 A workload that data scientists will use to perform ad hoc analysis in Scala and R. 
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The enterprise architecture team at your company identifies the following standards for Databricks environments: 

1.

 The data engineers must share a cluster. 

2.

 The job cluster will be managed by using a request process whereby data scientists and data engineers provide
packaged notebooks for deployment to the cluster. 

3.

 All the data scientists must be assigned their own cluster that terminates automatically after 120 minutes of inactivity.
Currently, there are three data scientists. 

You need to create the Databricks clusters for the workloads. 

Solution: You create a Standard cluster for each data scientist, a High Concurrency cluster for the data engineers, and a
High Concurrency cluster for the jobs. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

We need a High Concurrency cluster for the data engineers and the jobs. 

Note: 

Standard clusters are recommended for a single user. Standard can run workloads developed in any language: 

Python, R, Scala, and SQL. 

A high concurrency cluster is a managed cloud resource. The key benefits of high concurrency clusters are that they
provide Apache Spark-native fine-grained sharing for maximum resource utilization and minimum query latencies. 

Reference: 

https://docs.azuredatabricks.net/clusters/configure.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to perform batch processing in Azure Databricks once daily. Which type of Databricks cluster should you use? 

A. High Concurrency 

B. automated 

C. interactive 

Correct Answer: B 
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Azure Databricks has two types of clusters: interactive and automated. You use interactive clusters to analyze data
collaboratively with interactive notebooks. You use automated clusters to run fast and robust automated jobs. 

Example: Scheduled batch workloads (data engineers running ETL jobs) 

This scenario involves running batch job JARs and notebooks on a regular cadence through the Databricks platform. 

The suggested best practice is to launch a new cluster for each run of critical jobs. This helps avoid any issues (failures,
missing SLA, and so on) due to an existing workload (noisy neighbor) on a shared cluster. 

Reference: 

https://docs.databricks.com/administration-guide/cloud-configurations/aws/cmbp.html#scenario-3-scheduled-batch-
workloads-data-engineers-running-etl-jobs 
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